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Dc universe characters names

Ekaterina_Minaeva/ShutterstockWe everyone knows the blonde doll by Barbie, but Mattel reveals not only is that a nickname, but she also has an official full name: Barbara Millicent Roberts. Kharbine-Tapabor/ShutterstockYou won't find it in the movie, but the Wizard has a great reveal in L. Frank
Baum's 1908 book Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz: My father, who was a politician, named my Oscar Zoroaster Phadrig Isaac Norman Henkle Emmannuel Ambroise Diggs. ... When I was growing up, I called myself only O. Z. because the other initials were P-I-N-H-E-A-D; and it spelled 'penhead', which
was a reflection of my intelligence. Find out which 15 famous quotes all get wrong from The Wizard of Oz and other movies. Inspired by Maps/Shutterstock That lovingly, poke-able mascot has a full name that sounds more like a try-way-too-hard nickname: Poppin' Fresh. He and his wife, Poppy Fresh,
have two children named Popper and Bun-Bun. Gene J Puskar/AP/ShutterstockThe military status of the Cap'n was in doubt when it was revealed that he has only three blows on his uniform (a Navy captain has four), but at least he can remain confident in his last name. Horatio Magellan Crunch was
born on Crunch Island in the Sea of Milk and seems to be a successful leader, no matter what his uniform says. APICHART WEATHERAWONG/AP/ShutterstockThat smiley, puffy white mascot is named Bibendum (Bib for short) after his old catchphrase, Nunc est Bibendum, which is Latin for Now for
Drinking. He then proceeded to prove his toughness by tearing down a broken glass and nail. Yum. Via amazon.comYou wouldn't expect a tough girl like her to go by a name like Patricia Reichardt, would you? For this troublemaker, Peppermint Patty is a breath of fresh air. Snap Stills/Shutterstock By
two different shows in the Scooby-Doo franchise, fans can piece out that Shaggy has a terrible well real name: Norville Rogers. Zoinks! Find out if you can get these 13 tricky cartoon trivia questions right. Mike Groll/AP/ShutterstockMost people refer only to the man on the Operation Board as the patient
(or even just the guy if you really dehumanizing), but the instruction booklet calls him Cavity Sam. Paul Sakuma/AP/ShutterstockYou knew he was cuckoo for Cocoa Puffs, but did you know his real name is Sonny It looks like his baker sidekicks, Bob and Quello, now that the Crazy Squares have replaced
him on the Cinnamon Toast Crunch box. Ekaterina_Minaeva/ShutterstockHe's known as Mr Monopoly now, possibly because his original name, Rich Uncle Pennybags, came down just a little too strong. Via amazon.com He could have been called the Skipper during the entire series, but the first
broadcast episode revealed his real name was Jonas Grumby. PL Gould/ShutterstockA 1962 promotion promotion promotion promotion promoted for suggestions to mr Clean a first name. The winner made him Veritably Clean. Originally published: September 27, Picture: NBC NBC I don't even know his
last name! While it might be the lyrics of the country singer, Carrie Underwood, let's hope this is not the case for you! TV history has introduced viewers around the world to some of the most iconic characters, and unless they go through a mononym like singers Beyonce, Adele, or Rihanna, they're going to
have a last name! From hit TV shows like Friends, Breaking Bad, and Game of Thrones, can you name the character's television show? When it comes to your first and accurate, your first name often takes place and importance about your last. While many countries in the world characterize your family
name last, this is not true for many countries of the Oriental. Countries like Japan, China and Korea appreciate their family so bad that the classics of actually appear first. Their citizens are only recognized by their family name before their individual one. Alternatively, in this quiz you need to recognize the
character with their first name before giving them their surname. Popular TV families include the Seavers and Keatons of the 80s, the Tanners and Banks of the '90s, and the Bluths and Griffins of the 21st Century. When it comes to recognising some of TV's most popular characters, can you pair them to
their van? From Rachel in Friends to Walter from Breaking Bath, let's see if you will come first in guessing these last names! PERSONALITY Which Andy Griffith Show Character Are You? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA The Andy Griffith Show Trivia Challenge 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Call the
'70s TV show of his theme song Lyrics? 7 minutes Quiz 7 Min personality Which TV show do you belong based on your candy Choices? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA EASY Can you call these 1980s TV families? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA How well do you know Bonanza? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min
personality Which '80s TV show are you? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA can you identify the Dragon Ball Z character of a screenshot? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min personality Which Brady Bunch character matches your personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can You Match the Theme Song to the '60s TV
Show? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Fortunately for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy to understand explanations on how the world works. From fun
queries that bring joy to your day, compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we are always cultive in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Play queries are
free! We send trivia questions and personality tests to your inbox every week. By clicking Subscribe you agree to our Privacy Policy and confirm that you are 13 years old or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company Monsters University, the prequel to Inc, opened with a
massive $82 million this weekend in American box offices. And what better way to celebrate Pixar's latest win than creating your own sample on this cool web app? Much like creating a Mii character on the Nintendo Wii, the app gives you several options to customize your sample with different options for
hair, teeth, clothing and so on. There are also random generators to create your sample's name and university ID. Finally, you can share your character with friends through Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.The level of animation on this site is much better than most HTML5 multi platform apps, creating
an experience built around the user that is both dynamic and visually exciting. It was created by the award-winning creative boutique Watson Design Group, based in LA, which specializes in producing web and mobile websites &amp; apps for movies, including Frankenweenie, Trance and Lincoln.Like
this? Read it! Have you come across an inspirational web app? If so, please let us know in the comments. Stop buzzing with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! With comic-inspired movies that are such a bleeding business these days, all of Hollywood's biggest names seem to be screaming to get involved.
Some actors have even managed to score roles in both Marvel and D.C. movies, making their players in competitive theatre universe. Below, look at 10 actors who have taken a character from each of the major comic book companies. 1. Ryan Reynolds Green Lantern | Warner Bros. His leading innings
as D.C.'s The Green Lantern in 2011 basically became the buttocks of a long-term joke, but Reynolds got the last laugh with this year's extremely successful Deadpool. Deadpool | Marvel As Marvel's merc with a mouth, Reynolds (who was also previously in the company's Blade: Trinity) finally got the
superhero vehicle he was looking for: smart, funny, and certainly R-rated. And we can expect much more of the character in the near future: Deadpool 2 is already in the works. 2. Ben Affleck Daredevil | Marvel Affleck has been on a winning streak in recent years, but we (unfortunately) all remember the
dark period that included 2003's Daredevil. The actor's venture as Marvel's Man Without Fear was critical and did not exactly do his already turbulent career any favours. Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice | Warner Bros. Fortunately for Affleck, he has since gotten a second chance to play a superhero
in D.C. Comics' recently released Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice. The movie was criticised for its too much serious tone, but Affleck's portrayal of the Caped Crusader seemed to have done the iconic character justice. 3. Halle Berry Halle Berry as Storm | 20th Century Fox Berry played Storm in
several of Marvel's X-Men movies, starting with the 2000 original. Although she was allegedly Director Bryan Singer clashed over her character's portrayal, she played the role in 2014's X-Men: Days of Future Past. Katwoman | Warner Bros. Bros. For Berry, it wasn't the only comic character she portrayed
on the big screen. She joined the DC Comic Universe as the titular character in 2004's Catwoman. The movie was harshly criticised and apparently Berry agreed with them. The film earned the actress the award for the worst actor at the 25th Annual Razzie Awards, and she showed up to accept it and
said, I want to thank Warner Bros. To give a very bad show like mine, you have to have really bad actors. 4. James Marsden James Marsden as Cyclops | 20th century Fox Marsden depicted Scott Summers aka Cyclops in Marvel's X-Men, X2: X-Men United, and X-Men: The Last Stand. Although
Marsden is a charismatic actor, he was never given much to do if the laser-eyed mutant and the character was killed early in 2006's The Last Stand. He later played the role for a short cameo in X-Men: Days of Future Past. Superman Returns | Warner Bros. Marsden jumped ship to DC Comics for 2006's
Superman Returns, in which he played another somewhat flawed role from Lois Lane's one-time love interest, Richard White. Hopefully Marsden will get a shot in the future against a more exciting, vibrant comic-inspired character. 5. Tommy Lee Jones Two Face in Batman Forever | Warner Bros. Jones
entered the comic book world in 1995, such as coin gownster Harvey Dent aka Two Face in Batman Forever. Jones is a strong artist, but his portrayal was satisfied with mixed reviews — perhaps because he, as recently revealed, he couldn't work with co-star Jim Carrey. Colonel Chester Phillip | Marvel
Studios Who didn't stop him from bodying in Captain America a decade and a half later. As Colonel Chester Phillip, Jones played exactly to tap, depiction of the gruff, skeptical, sarcastic demeanor he became known for. 6. Michael Fassbender Jonah Hex | Warner Bros. In recent years, Fassbender has
proven his versatility by taking an interesting mix of comic blockbusters and Oscar-worthy rate. But his choices haven't always been that point. In 2010 he played the hat-donning, brutal sidekick Burke in D.C. adaptation of supernatural supernatural hunter Jonah Hex. Surprisingly, the movie was heavily
panned and had a big box office bomb. Magneto | 20th Century Fox Happy for him, his next comic book entry was much better received. The actor portrays a young version of Marvel's Magneto in X-Men's First Class trilogy, which will come to an end with the X-Men: Apocalypse. 7. Josh Brolin Jonah Hex
| Warner Bros. Like Fassbender, Brolin had a rough start in the comic film world, thanks to the critical and commercial failure Jonah Hex. While his eponymous role in the movie didn't really stretch out as he might have hoped, it didn't keep the actor from playing the role of a adopt. Thanos | Marvel He is
currently playing Marvel's mad titan Thanos. So far, the character has only some small cameos in the teasing his role as the great bad that will formally come in Avengers: Infinity War. And as if that weren't enough, he also recently signed up to play the main antagonist cable in Deadpool 2. 8. Chris Evans
Captain America | Marvel Studios Evans has openly said he's ready to leave the MCU behind, and you can't blame the man for feeling that way. He has been part of the Marvel family for more than a decade, having first played the retelling Johnny Storm in Fantastic Four and currently portraying Steve
Rogers in the Captains America and the Avengers movies. The Losers | Warner Bros. While his Marvel roles are clearly best known, Evans also adopted the role of Jake Jensen in the 2010 movie, The Losers, based on the comic series of the same name published by DC's Vertigo print. 9. Idris Elba The

Losers | Warner Bros. Speaking of The Losers, Elba also played in the mostly failed adaptation with Evans. He played captain Jake Jensen, the team's intelligence specialist and computer hooker. Heimdall | Marvel Like Evans later adopted a comic book role in the Marvel Universe and played the everwatching Asgardian Heimdall in the Thor movies, as well as in certain Avengers installments. 10. Zoe Saldana The Losers | Warner Bros. Saldana appears in D.C. The Losers with Evans and Elba. She played native Bolivian and mysterious-skilled fighter, Aisha al-Fadhil. Gamora | Marvel This isn't the
only time she has played a comic-inspired character who knows how to keep her own in a fight. Saldana also portrayed the alien warrior Gamora in Marvel's The Guardians of the Galaxy and will play the role in the upcoming sequel. Check out Entertainment Cheat Skin on Facebook! Facebook!
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